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hen I started high school,
way back in the days of the
rinderpest, we were offered three
options at the all-girls school I attended: those of us considered to
be ‘university material’ could take
the Academic Course, with Latin
and Maths; those who fancied an
ofﬁce job later could take the Commercial Course, with Shorthand
and Typing; those who wanted to be
Cecily van Gend
nothing more than good wives and
mothers took the somewhat misnamed Modern Course, where they were taught Domestic Science
and Needlework. I rather fancied the idea of learning to cook, and
was always fascinated watching the way typists’ ﬁngers ﬂew over the
keyboard to produce, as if by magic, those perfectly printed letters.
There was never any doubt, however, that I would take anything but
the Academic Course. As my mother pointed out, ‘You can pick up
all the other stuff later’.
And so it came to pass. I never really regretted the decision: although I learnt barely enough maths to gain a university entrance,
the Latin has stayed with me all my life. It
gave me an understanding of the way languages are structured, and how they work,
and it came in handy when I tried to acquire
a smattering of Italian, French and Spanish.
Later, I did manage to ‘pick up the other
stuff ’. Sheer greed, trial and error and the
avid perusal of cookbooks ensured that I became quite a passable cook. During a very
boring spell as librarian to a ﬁrm of engineers, I taught myself to touch type. There
was very little to do, except compile a weekly list of periodical articles of interest to the
various partners, which I laboriously typed
out on an old electric typewriter, with the
help of a manual showing me the ﬁnger positions. This gave me considerable practice, as I typed and re-typed it
each week until I had produced a reasonably error-free list. This skill
was acquired through sheer boredom - at the time I never dreamt it
would prove to be so useful.
Typewriters have been around since the early 1800s, but mass
production only began in 1877, when a gun manufacturer called
Remington produced a machine designed by Christopher Sholes of
Milwaukee. Since then, it has pretty much revolutionised not only
the commercial world, but the lives of everyone involved with the
written word, which is really pretty much everyone.
Sam Goldwyn is said to have remarked, wonderingly, on contemplating a volume of Shakespeare’s Complete Works: ‘And to think he
wrote it all with a feather.’ Quill- or even pen-wielding authors were
quick to catch on to the new, mechanical means of word production.
Mark Twain was the ﬁrst writer to produce a book composed on a
typewriter - hardly surprising given his early career as a typesetter for
a printworks.
Henry James was also quick to perceive the possibilities of this
new invention, as we learn in Michiel Heyns’s delightful novel, The
typewriter’s tale. James did not operate the typewriter himself,

however, but employed a young woman to do the job for him. He
referred to her as ‘the typewriter’, apparently regarding her as a mere
extension of the machine: ‘… transmitting through efﬁcient ﬁngers,
the emanations of a writer celebrated for his sympathetic recording
of just such disregarded lives as hers. Mr James himself had never
shown any apprehension of this quiet enough irony: however, preternaturally attuned his sensibilities were to the mufﬂed chord of despair as sounded in the elliptical intercourse of his characters, in her
he took for granted, apparently, a prompt attention and a cheerful
readiness to assist merely mechanically at the slow processes of his
deliberations and contemplations.’
Throughout the twentieth century, typewriters were almost universally the means by which authors transmitted their thoughts to
the page - with some exceptions, of course: Bruce Chatwin, for example, is reputed to have written in longhand in a Moleskin notebook. But by and large the image of the cynical author, pounding
away at a battered old Remington, cigarette dangling from the lips, is
almost a cliché. Anthony Burgess, in fact, titled his volume of memoirs Homage to QWERTYUIOP.
With the advent of the word processor, most writers made the
transition to electronic communication quite smoothly. Again there
are exceptions: the self-styled technomoron,
Robertson Davies, clings stubbornly to his
electric typewriter, claiming that word processors have made the production of the written word too easy, stiﬂing creativity in the
process. But on the whole, the transition was
an easy one, given that the keyboard remained unchanged. The familiar Qwertyuiop
arrangement has carried over into the technological age, not necessarily because of its
efﬁciency, but rather, I think, because everyone has got so used to it, and typing has become automatic, a reﬂex which we do not
have to think about.
This familiar keyboard arrangement had a
very practical origin. In early typewriters,
print was formed by striking a key, which raised an arm or type bar
with a character on the end. These bars were arranged in a circle,
and if two adjacent keys were struck in quick succession, their bars
would meet in the middle and jam. This happened so often with the
early keyboards, where the letters were arranged alphabetically, that
Sholes redesigned it, coming up with the qwerty arrangement, intended to scatter the letters so that the most frequently-used characters were far apart - a deliberately unergonomic design.
Later, others designed more efﬁcient keyboards, but somehow
these never really caught on, perhaps because of the inﬂuence of the
powerful gunmaker, Remington. One of these was designed by a
distant cousin of the composer, Antonin Dvorak. The Dvorak keyboard groups the most commonly-used letters on the ‘home’ row,
where the typist’s ﬁngers rest. During World War II, this keyboard
was successfully used by the typists of the United States Navy, and is
said to have increased speed by 74% and accuracy by 68%. Despite
its obvious superiority, however, it did not catch on, and its inventor
died a disillusioned man, complaining bitterly that he was ‘tired of
trying to do something for the human race. They simply do not want
to change.’
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Since the invention of golf balls, daisy wheels, and especially, the PC
and computer printers, the original reason for the arrangement fell
away, but somehow qwerty persisted, simply because it had become
established. Everyone who used a typewriter was accustomed to
the position of the letters - typing had became an automatic reﬂex.
With the advent of the PC more people than ever are tapping
away at keyboards all over the world. Manually-written documents
are practically a thing of the past: the ‘written’ word is now largely
produced by PCs and printers, and letters are becoming almost obsolete as people communicate by e-mail.
This has given rise to a new problem: the unergonomic qwerty
arrangement is said to contribute to the increase of repetitive strain

injury - caused by repetitive motion of the ﬁngers. It seems, however, that help is not far away, and we are poised for another major
technological innovation. The keyboard is about to be replaced altogether with speech recognition software, or personally-customised
input devices. Personally, I will miss good old qwerty: it has become
so ingrained in my thought patterns that when I see a word, I no
longer spell out letters in my head. Instead, I feel an instinctive
response in the relevant ﬁngers, and mentally go through the motions of typing out the word. I am not sure that there can ever be as
close a relationship between my voice and a machine as between my
ﬁngers and the keyboard.
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People on the move

Plakkate ’n treffer
Ek het vandag by die Paarl Biblioteek
ingeloer as deel van my ondersteuning van
hierdie spesiale week (Biblioteekweek).
Ek was baie beïndruk met die pragtige
plakkate wat hulle daar opgeplak het. Dis
veral die feit dat daar nie ’n datum op is
nie wat maak dat ’n mens hulle oor en oor
sal kan gebruik. Soos julle seker weet, is
die Wes-Kaapse Onderwysdepartement
in ’n stryd gewikkel om leerders se lees en
syfervaardigheidsvlakke te verbeter. Ek dink
dat hierdie plakkate die boodskap soveel
beter oordra as ’n gepratery!
Veels geluk aan die ontwerper van sulke
pragtige plakkate!

Ashiah Isaacs
Ashiah Isaacs started as librarian with the
Western Cape Provincial Library Service in
July 1988. She qualiﬁed and worked as a
teacher, but her love for books resulted in
her obtaining a B.Bibl. in 1987.

He then moved on to the City of Cape
Town, where he was appointed as librarian.
He then joined Guguletu Library as part of a
team that opened the new Guguletu Library
in NY144. After that he joined the Nyanga
Library. In 2002 he again rejoined Guguletu
Library until his recent appointment. He
has an interest in the Arts and working with
under-developed communities.
‘The staff in Outeniqua has made me very
welcome in the area and I feel honoured to
be part of their team,’ he said.

Ina Heiberg
Weskus Wynland Bronnesentrum

Surprised author
I was thrilled to discover online this morning your Cape Librarian essay, Women,
Literature and Literary Prizes by Professor
Emeritus Shirley Kossick published last September. Professor Kossick was kind enough
to mention the originality of my A visit
from Voltaire and I alerted my publisher,
Martine Halban in London to the link.
I have asked Ms Halban to post Professor Kossick a review copy of my justreleased novel, Under their skin, at the
University of South Africa (UNISA) address,
hoping you will both enjoy it and introduce
it to your readers.
With many thanks for building an audience for small publishers.
Dinah Lee Küng

She started out as regional librarian in
the then Elsies River Region till December
1996. From January 1997 she was regional
librarian of Tygerberg Region, the biggest
region in the Library Service, serving diverse
communities. Throughout this time she was
actively involved with stockbuilding for new
libraries in developing communities, especially Khayelitsha. The experience she gained
doing regional work will stand her in good
stead for the task ahead.

Lubabalo Dzedze
Born and raised in Cape Town, Lubabalo
studied BA at the University of Cape
Town before enrolling for the Post Graduate Diploma in Library and Information
Science. After completing his diploma, he
was employed as a research assistant at a
non-governmental organisation, Focus on
Four based at the University of Cape Town.

Congratulations to you both.
We trust that you will be happy in your new
environment. ED

Cataloguing stalwart retires
Neeltje Beernaert, senior librarian in charge
of Technical Services Cataloguing, Cape Town
City Libraries, retired at the end of February.
Neeltje grew up in Stellenbosch and, after
a BA degree and Postgraduate Diploma in
Librarianship from Stellenbosch University,
started working at the Cape Provincial
Library Service in the Cape Town region
under Mrs Reitz.
After stints in various branch libraries
Neeltje came to Cataloguing: Head Ofﬁce
where during her time there she supervised
the reorganisation of the Music Catalogue;
saw through the updates of the Dewey Decimal Classiﬁcation system from the 14th to
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